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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call Line
[PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is available.

B Conference Call
C Skype

1-213 -342-3000

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

D Archives for the 3 Programs listed above
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down; click on the name of the call you want to access & the information page will
come up.
• Underneath the picture of the galaxy and the lotus, you will see a blue box with the words Program Archives.
• Click on that box to get to the listing of program archives.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/ look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II
A
B

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 213 - 342- 3000;

PIN 9467441#

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C Wednesdays:
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7:00 – 9:00 EST

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Host:

MariettaRobert

Meditation:

Rainbird

Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

24th Oct Thurs – 7 IX in the last wave of Lamat, this is the last week of this module 7 is a magical place, exactly one half of the wave IX is the jaquar priestess; white magician
25th Fr i– 8 MEN - the eagle good for working with the big picture; 8 is the harmonic tone
26th Sat – 9CIB – the warrior glyph, the expansion movement, with the 9 – there will be movement
27th Sun – 10 CABAN – the earth, manifesting 10, peace on earth
28th Mon – 11 ETZNAB – 11 letting go of what no longer serves us; Etznab
29th Tues –12 CAUAC – 12 crystal clarity of multi-faceted abilities; Cauac is lighting good thoughts
30th Wed – 13 AHAU – whatever we were brithing on Valentines Day, is coming forth now after 260 days;
it's a portal day; Christ consciousness & 13 is transcendent
31st Thurs – I IMIX - another portal day where the veils ar thin; it is also Hallow'en – working with the multidimensionality of a portal day
IMIX the red dragon: trusting in the universe, move towards clarity of mind. If you have a
negative thought, change it.
Rainbird: yes, there is a lot of shifting and changing; yes, we can make a lot of progress if we choose to do so.
And by next wed and Thurs we are moving into the influence of the eclipse of Nov 4
MR: as we have the support of the universe, maybe we will move forward
Annie Rose: still have health challenges, but has some information
she feels astrologically and intuitively that the changes will occur by Nov 14 th and said MR could share
this
Hard News
R: message from Tom the Cat: everything that is going on has to do with the hatred towards the black man in
the White House! This is the deep core issue: as humanity heals this, then we can move forward with
galactic intervention or even first contact!
• The people he has met are as various as the bar scene in Star Wars – Hans Solo sitting opposite someone;
band playing a 40s piece, but they looked like someone from an aquarium! The folks he talks to are on
the subject of the usurpation of the reptilians hiding in the human skins [“skinwalkers”] and they still eat
flesh yet they have failed in their attempt to control the planet.
• Tom and others keep saying that the energies and timelines since the last eclipse mean that everything that is
not of love is on the table to be healed – which is why our friends on the opposite of the table are
behaving badly: psychopaths and guilty of inter galactic AND international war crimes.
• Captain Ashtar is one second away from stepping on the stage.
• This simple man is the son of Malcolm X and is the 9 th member of the Sirius Council – a big deal!
• There is an internal silent coup going on between the parties – J Ventura said once it is time to get rid of all
partier.
• what he has heard today: they are playing a dangerous game – they want to make another crisis as we
approach the next date and crash the economy, yet they will not get to
• things are happening every single day to move to first contact, full disclosure: stories about people seeing
ships, meeting galactics – it's like a scene from a bar in Star Wars
• Hopes that those who have usurped the Constituiton - Mr Karl Rove – behind everyting and the other
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billionaire boys club members like Mitt R, Shelley Adelson
• The real story of Bengazi: what happened to the 800 metric tonnes of gold that Ghadaffie was going to
use to set up his own bank and get rid of petro dollars? The 13 families said NO and had him removed.
• Ghadaffi is still alive & will testify to his own murder of a clone when the time is right.
• Hillary Clinton still stumping for 2016 – a holographic story. They are celluloid film stars that are fading into the
distance
• Keeps reading stories about the violence in iraq and Syria that he sees every night: the angels are showing up
in all forms. – T – all the things that have been swept under the rug and lied about are showing up
Thom the Cat told R that Angleca Merkel knows her cover is about to be blown: Daughter of Hitler and Eva
Braun; knows about teh Thule and Scorzini, Mr Scherf, Scherf Jr
• goes back to when Hitler met Kahotep, a Kahotep is a being who was 12 – 13,000 years old;
he stayed alive by eating the pituitary gland of his victim.
• An ugly story is about how the reptiles keep their form!
• Brings up Pope Francis and told one of bishops, the King of Bling. All, , to take a break – he had spent all
kinds of money on a reno of his bishop's palace – ourtrageous costs! Was supposed to be $5 M, now up
to $30M. it's a cover story: Rome is in ruins – need to find the middle path here.
T: saw Obama with Merkel and she is saying “why are you bugging my phone?” And he had his great big grin on
and when she looked at him, she started to grin too – she knows what is going on.
• she will have to go to the world court & tell the whole story of how the Illuminati took over the world.
• It is a 13,000 year story & has to tell it ALL
• And to tell everyone that what people think is good is just a lizard game: UNESCO, UNICEF, Children's
Defence Funds are NOT HELPING PEOPLE. And those linking Obama Care to those IS A TRAVESTY.
T: Guest on Chris Hayes tells of Sally Kohn, a columnist in NYC.The law helped her family get covered - NY has
not sabotaged ObamaCare and her current insurance rate is high – NYC has the highest rates in US
• $1600 / mo for her, partner, kid; $3000 deductible; Out of pockets were $10,000.
• She took a bronze level: paying $ 965 / mo with $7,000 deductible and $36,000 out of pocket max for
the year, plus a $2 Million ANNUAL cap which is now illegal, thanks to ACA.
• Took her a good week to get it done – found 50 plans that were more affordable than her current one
she had one of the more affordable plans in NYC and now to have a choice of 50 was Christmas
• She called it win/win/win! - they discuss the differences.
• Info from Thom Hartmann: it was a bi-partisan group and decided to out source to overseas people who knew
about computers, but there was no interfacing with the various parts of the program – so they made a
mess!
• that this happened was not about Obama but the lizard paws – it was sabotaged!
T: Silent moment for energy to Cam and Connie: there has been a not-so-good turn! He is too weak to have a 3 rd
surgery which would kill him, & whatever the condition is could also kill him! Put a violet flame around
them and those they love.
Reading: The Kochs Dirty Secret is Out in Chicago

[SEE BELOW]

Guest: Judy Beebe
MR: She knows a lot of the people who have been on the program in the past.
• The 3 Georges: her childhood was magical – had diabetes when she was born; in a diabetic coma when she
was 3 years old; her mother beside herself. After consulting with Judy's grandfather, Mother took her to
Dr Margaret McKinnon who did radionics – Judy came out healed. By the time she was 13, she was OK
• She has been in medicine for 40 years; has her doctorate. Medical people would not believe she had had
diabetes at all.
• Dr Mac was very involved in early UFO movement; always at Giant Rock with George van Tassel – she was
between 5 and 7 saw Dr Mac look down at her arms and see the hairs standing on end and she'd say
“They're here” so Judy ran outside and touched the gossamer stuff on the bushes – it was her job to go
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and made the angel hair disappear.
• She had been taught all kinds of metaphyscial stuff, but wanted more verification. So when she was 9, she'd
go to all the churches and the sunday school, then go to the pastor after the service and ask questions;
she'd get a pat on the shoulder and say “Just believe, child” After going to that church for about 3 times,
she'd go to another – same thing. After doing that for a while, she had enough.
• George Adamski, George Van Tassel and George Hunt Williamson who was an archeologist and a ham radio
man who'd been trying to contact off-planet beings for a long time. There was a meeting at her guru's
home and GHW met Valiant Thor who was there to make sure GHW's efforts were successful. They
made contact with Venus. She was in high school at the time – thought Valiant Thor was just gorgeous
and he turned around and looked at her and she knew he'd heard what she was thinking!
• Three days later she went in the dream state to Venus and saw all sorts of things.
• Judy was born in 1939, discussions of metaphysics were not usual in those days
• Her mother was very aware & awake, as were grandparents, aunts, etc – raised in metaphysics.
• Dr Mac's friends was Otis T. Carr; he and his wife were her best friends; the gov't came in and took all
his stuff from him; 3 weeks later, they broke into Dr Mac's office and took all her crystals, equipment, etc
– all she could do then was adjustments. She said don't worry about me; I was taken out of my body
and watched the whole thing from above. She was raised in this kind of environment.
• Mr Cripps – story was he was part of the White Brotherhood; he was out of his body most nights. His eyes
penetrated to your soul. Every time she made marvellous healing spurts and having no trouble with her
blood sugars, he was always there. He helped her get out the physical situation.
• She believes she is here to figure things out: about hydrogen, ethers, water that others did not know.
Nicholas Tesla came to her in the flesh and gave her the formula for energy that is safe & harmless to
the planet.
MR: when will the information come out, when will it be safe? JB: Almost ready now.
• She would go to her office and find a formula floating in space and have to figure it out. Would take
her months to figure it out. She has gone through all the sacred texts to find the answers.
• She says she fell on the planet, hungry for god: she was married 3 times and marriage did not satisfy – she
wanted to know god's secrets, not just a little piece of it.
• She was still walking up and down the driveway cussing with god; show me how it works so I can understand!
– he threw her out of her body and said there! On Dec 21st, 1994 was taken out of body and went
on a tour of the cosmos & beyond, then started to get things together.
JB: has not worked with palladium
There is only on atom that does not have a neutron and that is hydrogen
• the neutron is literally the veil; and that hydrogen does not have it – it is halfway to god!
• Water covers the planet and whispers to us to find me, please find me.
• Water is a miracle because the only way we get hydrogen on the planet is through water. Water is the
fulcrum between hydrogen and oxygen, to above and below.
• Ref to lost Gospel of Thomas: wood has hydrogen in it; so does a stone. No electron moves in a living system
without the presence of hydrogen: it is at the start of everything; this is why we are All One: it is the
Akashic Record which records everything from the beginning to the end.
• Nostradamus' favourite way to see into the future was a bowl of water: he tuned into the hydrogen
recording.
• In people, our liver stores all of our records: why the Egyptians kept the organs when they did the
mummification process – one was the liver because it went into the human-headed jars: one jar had a
baboon head and so on; the liver kept the record of what happens to us in this life-time and we carry that
forward to the next lifetime.
MR: is the memory that is in the liver come back when we begin our next life?
JB: no, the memories go into the cosmic memory
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• Gen 1:2 – the earth was without form and void: voice moved over the surfact of the waters – usually
the cosmic water is hydrogen – all creation comes from hydrogen: anything that is matter is hydrogen in
its core.
• She creates the new energy according to the formula and the hydrogen is neutralized.
MR: are enough people ready to have this information revealed given the conflict, etc on the planet?
JB: she thinks we are the warriers who came back to fight this fight!
We all need to read The Hydrogen Cipher – to understand where we need to go energy-wise
As we fix our spirit, we fix our planet – all the gadgets we have will still work on this energy
JB: we will have all that we have!
MR: asking about the negative energy that comes off our devices – cell phones, computers, etc
JB: that will be gone.
• The engineer from CA is with her partner in Maine. They injected G E M energy into 2 glass spheres
that are about 6: around. The engineer is a scalar expert and said the energy is being tuned
- it is a scalar healing machine which means a product in and of itself.
MR: when can we order these? When can we have these?
JB: has to be done simply. Partner wants a Kirlian photographer to take pictures fo the glass spheres and see
what Kirlian effect will come off them.
• Thinks it will have the whole spectrum of the light.
• yesterday put it in a stainless steel sphere and got a whole new reading!
• The 6” sphere can power all in the home wirelessly. All we would need is a receiver in the lamp base for
example, not a plug in in the wall! If the sphere got broken, it would not harm anyone.
• Explains how people are burning 1/2 lb of hydrogen every day to supply the cells with the energy to
do what they need to do!
• The ankh symbol: it was the symbol for life: what it is the water above in the shape of a water drop!
MR: all she brought back from Egype was a golden ankh
JB: she got the answers from god that she demanded!
JB: tells of her sun adventure: the heat from the sun is a spiritual energy, a loving energy – a being magnificent
in stature, a face that was always changing.
• The sun is a hydrogen ball and it didn't burn her: the one pure form of communication is from
hydrogen to hydrogen
• As a result of her out-of-body experience, she was given the gift of being able to read symbols
• Got a book on crop circles and went from there
• Got the understanding for 24 symbols
About hydrogen:
• we burn 1/2 lb of hydrogen a day
• Electrons don't move in an atom without Hydrogen
• Hydrogen glue is what keeps our DNA strands together: that is the cosmic DNA and has the
knowledge of what is out there, it also has our earthly DNA but it is the cosmic that we are meant to
awaken and once we do, we will never go backwards.
• The Bead of Intention is in our DNA strand. She learned about this while in the inbetween state of waking and
sleeping.
“ Bead of Intention
My child, your bodies are the spiritual link with the fullness of all you were meant to know
You come into this world limited and cut off from all that you are but plans were made in the beginning
to give you all that you needed to complete your earthly sojourn & achieve mastery.
One of the inner special miracles is the Bead of Intention. This miraculous Bead is part of your DNA
strand and is only activated by the strongest of hungers to know. This Bead of Intention what threw you
out of your body and allowed you to glimpse the wonders of the harmonious plan in action. Your earth is
a reservoir of stored up hunger and harmony, sacred waters and those before you who have made that
leap to fullness.”
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• You have to want it enough – there is a bead in your DNA strand that was put there to see if you had enough
hunger to receive that truth.
• There are 5 years' worth of crop circles, interpreted, at: www.judybeebe.com
• website on energy: www.omegacellenergy.com 755 times water was mentioned, living waters, other phrases
alpha, omega: Col James Churcward credited with the earliest translations of Mayan, Incan symbols
• alpha - heavy and obstructed from [the truth about] water
• omega
• She married the greek alphabet with mayan calendar: all about the evolution of man on planet earth
• Eda means “with water”
• Theta means to “extend water “ - the sine wave that mystics obtain when they are in deep revery
• Si means “come out vapour”
• Omega – their world sediments
Corpus Hermeticam – from the paternal source, nothing that is imperfect spins
• so all that god makes either spins or pulses – heart pulses and keeps us on the planet
• alchemy was the art of taking apart and putting back together
• hydrogen is what we were meant to discover: water has memory and hydrogen is holding that memory.
• Hydrogen recognizes itself in another person and that is why we are one.
• John 5: 3,4 – she reads it from the King James version – refers to the healing quality of water.
• She also reads from the Koran – about sending water down from the clouds that he might purify you
• Talks about all the various books that she has read that explain about hydrogen and water and
• Describes what she sees in the in-between state
• Her book from Amazon: The Language of Light – the symbols work with our bodies
T: Mother and Ashtar have said that the ships run on crystals
• Talks of Ashtar hurling two balls of light the size of Venus each into the sun; they were made up of
helium and this is transforming the sun
JB: it's really a plasma sun that incorporates gases and has consciousness
• yes, the ships run on crystals – they are hydrogen based and it is a hexagon
• The Pentagon shape represents fire, earth, air, water and now hydrogen /ether
• Metaron's cube – see hydrogen crystals everywhere, and pentagons
Can only get to the truth if you have a circle and go to that centre with a straight line
SYMBOLS ARE IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND GOD'S REALM & what is going on on this planet!
Dr Emoto's work has hexagons in the centre of the water he shows
The ship's crystal is hydrogen which allows the ship to move instantaneously: just think of the location and they
are there!
• Her “sun article” - she will send it to us – just e-mail her.
• she has 22 books and reams of other stuff, including all kinds of channels
• Tesla came to her in the flesh to talk to her – was very respectful, wore an old-fashioned suit! Showed
her what to do and how to do it, how people could be healed.
MR: offered to connect Judy with those who might be able to help her; when she is ready to distribute it, let MR
know and she will help with that, too
JB: it is called GEM energy because when Tesla showed her the machine and she saw it mixing – it had a
golden glow on the outside it: she called it a Golden Energy Machine: it has the frequency of gold in it! A
GEM machine.
The Hydrogen Cypher – tells of the 9 keys that she unlocked which brought all of this forward, how it all
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happened and how it would help the planet;
• talks of the alpha and Omega, the Greek alphabet and the mayan calendar & the relationships
• it's a bare bones kind of text – with a chapter that shows that the early Egyptians had this energy
Understanding Heart
The Language of Light – 24 symbol alphabet
Internal City of Light - about the gateways and how spiritual we are anatomically; she found out all she needed
to know in Gray's Anatomy
The 12 Electrical Gateways of the Spine
Revelations and You – tells you what you have to do to raise yourself off of the planet; it is the real message of
Revelations; talks about the 12 gateways of the spine are different than the chakras – the chakras are
energy centres that feed the gateways and the gateways are what lift us up; each gateway has a tone, a
colour, an archangel
• The Hydrogen Cypher will be coming out in hard copy; Adam Abraham is behind this project
The Heart: this was the first symbol she got when she went out of body; always fascinated her
• she learned a lot about the heart, but was not prepared for what she learned in Gray's Anatomy
• the SA node; the Sinal atrial node – the place where god puts his energy: sends his signal there
• bottom LH corner is the AZ node – this node is singular until it gets down between the right and left
venticules and it is called the Bundle of His [ pronounced “hiss”] – we are singular and then we are
divided – we are divided right in the heart, unbundled from singularity into duality
• if we have wondered if god loves us, his mind is on us or our heart would not be beating!
T: brings up the condition of a brother – what can help him and what can we do.
Water: • put intention in water and ask him to drink it;
• as a group get around the water and put our intent in the water to help him make the transition if that is
his choice, or to stay if he wants to stay
• if he cannot drink; put the water in a bowl and put his hand in the bowl, or wipe his legs, hands, feet,
body with that water – first find out what he wants to do: stay or go
• Tells the story of a friend who had cancer and wanted to see Judy: Judy and a spiritual friend did GEM
energy with that friend and she made her transition. Later she came to tell Judy that the GEM work they
did on her before her passing meant that she was ready to coninue her work as soon as she passed
over.
T: word was that he needed a 3rd surgery – the dr said he would die on the table; otherwise, the toxicity is leaking
into the cavity and he could die from that.
• explains what happened: removed 85% of the colon; inserted an iliostomy [external bag] so that he would not
have a colostomy bag in the long run
MR: use the water; maybe not what others would expect but it is a powerful tool
JB:

Get fresh sage leaves; put them in a baggie, take them to the bedside,
stand beside him with the sage in a baggie & put it as close as you can to him but don't touch him
then tell the infection to go into the sage and it will literally pull the infection out – then seal the baggie
and throw it out.
• if he can pull through this, we will have GEM energy to heal him and he'll be as right as rain!

The website on energy:
To see Crop circles:

www.omegacellenergy.com
www.judybeebe.com

e-mail: judybeebe@centurytel.net
JB: closes with a native American prayer!
Closing:
Cathy
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2013, Oct 18

The Kochs Dirty Secret is Out in Chicago

by FishOutofWater

Toxic black dust covers a working class community in south Chicago when strong winds pick up Koch Industries
owned petcoke piled high along the Calumet River.

Detroit found out the Kocks dirty secret first. Now south Chicago knows. What happens in Alberta
doesn't stay in Alberta. Petcoke, the dirty high carbon residue of Canadian tar sands refining, fouled
Detroit. Detroit ordered the petcoke piles out. Now petcoke piles are covering south Chicago with
black dust laced with toxic vanadium. Petcoke, the tar sands residue that is worse for the climate than
burning coal, has been piled up near midwest refineries awaiting export to countries that allow it to be
burned. Because it's a waste product of oil refining the Kochs sell it for prices cheaper than coal to poor
nations willing the accept pollution as a trade off for cheap energy. Petcoke is the carbon cost ignored
in the State department analysis that falsely claimed that Keystone XL tar sands oil will not
significantly increase greenhouse gas pollution compared with conventional oil. The dirty carbon secret
that the Kochs don't want you to know about is literally blowing in the wind. Working class and lower
middle class communities were, as usual, the first to learn the Koch's dirty secret.
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View of Pet Coke dust from 111th and Avenue M Southeast Chicago. Residents thought it was a fire before they
realized it was a cloud of dust from piles of petcoke.

The Southeast Environmental Task Force has made it known to public officials that there is
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a great need to address the looming problem of PET COKE storage along the Calumet
River.
Thank you to Ald. Pope, State Reps Marcus Evans and Barbara Flynn Currie, State Sen.
Kwame Raoule, Congressman Robin Kelly’s office for accompanying us on a tour of the
river to observe the giant hills of the dusty black product being shipped in, stored and
distributed so close to the homes on the southeast side. We are asking for their help in
monitoring and regulating the shipment and storage of this product being moved in from
the BP refinery in Whiting, Ind. The Task Force wasn’t alone in showing concern. We also
had along: the South Chicago Chamber of Commerce, Illinois Environmental Council,
Respiratory Health Assn., Natural Resources Defense Council, and Environmental Law &
Policy Center for the two tours that we conducted.
The pictures you can see here show what we observed. More about the actions we’re taking
will soon follow.
Meanwhile, we urge neighbors to call us at 773-646-0436 to report any problems arising
from the major operations that are currently taking place from 100th Street to 112th along
the river. Also, call 3-1-1 to make reports, or 9-1-1 if there is a major dust problem or other
mishap
Tar sands is carbon safely sequestered by nature in the ground. Mining it is destroying the land and
poisoning the water of Alberta. Any means of transporting tar sands extract, known as dilbit is
dangerous. Because tar sands extract is viscous it is diluted with toxic, volatile, aromatic hydrocarbon.
When pipelines leak, as they inevitably do, the volatiles evaporate and the toxic, heavier than water
extract, sinks into lakes, ponds, rivers and into the ground, poisoning everything it touches. If
transported by rail it can destroy whole towns in an accident. As it's refined, tar sands oil creates a large
volume of waste called petroleum coke or petcoke. As tar sands exploitation increases, petcoke is piling
up near more and more refineries across the midwest.
As in Detroit, the Chicago piles are part of the business empire of the Koch brothers, earning the
nickname “PetKoch.” KCBX, an affiliate of Koch Carbon which is a subsidiary of Koch
Industries, owns large parcels of land along the Calumet River.
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A mountain of Petcoke has been growing along the Calumet River, southeast Chicago, awaiting export to countries
willing to burn the dirty cheap carbon.

Locals say the amount of petcoke has skyrocketed as BP Whiting’s refinery just across the
border in Indiana nears completion of a $3.8 billion upgrade to process more tar sands oil.
Still in the works is the refinery’s new coker, which will be the second largest in the world
and process 102,000 barrels of oil per day, creating petcoke as the tar sands are heated to
900 degrees F.
“It’s growing by leaps and bounds,” said Southeast Environmental Task Force member Tom
Shepherd, gazing at the piles from the 106th Street bridge on a recent afternoon. “It’s
coming at a breathtaking rate.”
The Natural Resources Defense Council is investigating permits for the KCBX and
Beemsterboer facilities and the origin of the material on the sites, said Meleah Geertsma, an
attorney in the NRDC’s climate and clean air program. She said the facilities would be
subject to permitting requirements related to fugitive dust and to any run-off into the river,
but stricter state and federal requirements specifically for such piles are needed.
“In the past state permits have been written very vaguely to leave a whole lot of discretion
up to the company, to essentially make them unenforceable,” she said. “They’re saying
things like ‘apply water as needed’ – instead of apply water four times a day.”
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attribution: None Specified
Petcoke is exported as cheap carbon fuel doing more climate damage than coal.
The damage from petcoke has only just begun as it fouls the air of the communities around its piles.
The long-term damage to the climate from petcoke will be stunning if we continue to extract
hydrocarbons from tar sands. Keystone XL must be stopped, but we must not stop there. Stopping
Keystone XL is the first step in stopping tar sands exploitation, a must to save the climate.
In the President’s recent speech on climate change, he said “our national interest will be
served only if [Keystone XL] does not significantly exacerbate the problem of carbon
pollution.”
There are many reasons that the Keystone XL pipeline will clearly exacerbate the problem
of climate pollution…but one that is often overlooked (at our peril) is the problem of
petroleum coke (aka “petcoke”). Petcoke is a refining byproduct of tar sands oil, and when
burned is substantially dirtier than coal and contributes significantly to greenhouse gas
pollution.
Read below to see just how significant Keystone XL’s petcoke problem would be…with
enough petcoke to add emissions equivalent to 3.5 million additional cars each year, the
question of whether Keystone XL’s climate impact is “significant” becomes an easy one to
answer.
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Keystone XL is a climate disaster in the making.
Originally posted to DK GreenRoots on Fri Oct 18, 2013 at 07:40 AM PDT.
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